The Lady’s Year for Jºy

‘8’
Nine Months,
each month Forty ďays long,
consisting of four Ten-day weeks,
Culminating in Five magic days
as the year ends.

x

'Joy In the World'

Would you like to knºw What Happiness Is?

Give this ª try:
Happiness is found in...
		Seeking,

			Focusing

on, Exploring,

Testing, Recognizing,
		Experiencing, Embracing,
			Offering,
		

and

RepoRting

the Truth of Joy in the World.
‘’

From joy all beings have come.
In joy all beings are sustained.
To joy all beings return.

No matter what else is present, Joy is there.

But Definitely Present.«
Present.
«But
Sometimes hidden, sometimes even disguised,

This is the highest teaching.

Joy is a foundational piece, perhaps the foundational piece,

This is the highest teaching.

‘’

--The Upanishads

G
E
H

for life in this world

Of all the elegant, beautiful practices
on this earth, the practice of joy is
the easiest and the most playfuL.
‘’

Here is a calendar to make it even easier.

THE Nine Months of Joy:
CREDITS:

The Guide

for each month, and the
words they speak, are by
artist Patti Kaufman. Trish
Broersma designed the calendar. Diane Dwyer selected the weekly poems.
The calendar was given
to Peggy Rubin by divine
feminine powers imbued
in joy.

Sourcing
Beliefs
Awareness
Acceptance and Acknowledgement
Presence
Dedication
Remembrance
Transformation
Service and Sharing
Each week of each month asks attention
to one of the four elements:

EARTH, WATER, FIRE, AIR.

The Month for

SourCinG
in Joy

JANUARY 1- FEBRUARY 9
The ultimate source of joy is a state of loving,
a state that is not an emotion, but a field—
a field, a well, an ever-flowing fountain—
of intense, passionate engagement with the earth and all its creatures.

(Find your sources of joy and note them, day by day.)
ÕUR GUIDE FOR THIS MONTH IS GUARDIAN OF THE SOUL. HER WºRDS TO US:
I am Guardian of the Soul and
I am in divine partnership with your sacred purpose .
I will not give you directions,
I will not limit your choices, nor will I force your will.
I simply gift you a sense of sacred energy
when you are headed toward your true destiny.
You have no need to call for me,
I am always at your side.
You will recognize my scent,
I am the smell of peacefulness.

Week One: Discovering Sources of Joy in Earth and Earthly Delights
JANUARY 1 - 10
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Before Dawn
By Lisa Nelson
Reach down
Feel the strength
Of your deepest strongest roots.
Reach farther
Feel the dirt yielding to the
thrust
Of your fingers, nails gathering
Dark brown particles.
Close your hands, even deeper,
Compressing the fullness of the
soil
Damp and warm.
Feel your own hands
Clasped and held
By the ocean of Earth’s
Unconditional love
Look, don’t be afraid
You have taken root upside
down
And flowers are budding
On your toes
And a gentle breeze is sweetly
Caressing your feet

The Month for SOURCING IN JOY:

January 1 - February 9

Week Two: Discovering Sources of Joy in Water and Watery Pleasures
JANUARY 11 - 20
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A String of HAIKU
by Vera Grant
Crisp air, bright sun
The ice knows how to be
A lake again
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Snow gently spreading
White cloth on the picnic table
Red cardinal sings
Pensive pansy
Turns her face to sun and rain,
Plays the color game.

19

20

The Month for SOURCING IN JOY:

Choir sings for funds
Drumming rain accompanies
My prize: An orchid

January 1 - February 9

Week Three: Discovering Sources of Joy in the Element of Fire and Fiery Things
JANUARY 21 - 30
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Echo
By Anna Grossnickle Hines
Echoing the circle of the sun
pale cream petals, rays of light,
the golden glowing center,
dancing fluted edge,
like flames off the sun disc
the daffodil
salutes the sun.
I do believe a fanfare
rings from the jaunty
stamen and sepals.
Halleluiah! It sings.
Halleluiah!
It’s another wonderful day!

The Month for SOURCING IN JOY:

January 1 - February 9

Week Four: Discovering Sources of Joy Inspired by the Element of Air
JANUARY 31 - FEBRUARY 9
31
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Praise Song
To an Arizona Dragonfly,
Part One
By Hilary Tate
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The Month for SOURCING IN JOY:

Bluest, brightest,
Dazzler with rainbow wings,
Spinner of the sky’s own blue—
Even in your waterlogged state,
Half drowned in the lake’s chilly
water,
Half clinging with fragile 		
filaments of feet,
You pulse with the radiance of
your wild life,
A shimmering portal
Into worlds that shine.
Thank you for knowing my
heart,
Sky-wanderer.
Thank you for climbing onto my
dry
and saving hand,
Light-weaver.
Thank you for trusting me.

January 1 - February 9

The Month for

Joyful Beliefs
FEBRUARY 10 – MARCH 21

Entertain the possibility of placing Joy at the heart of your belief systems, sensing that it sits
also at the heart of creation. What can you believe about joy as you move through
these days of questioning, pondering, wondering, clarifying?
Creating joy by believing in yourself, and in the world.

OUR GUIDE FOR JOYFUL BELIEFS IS MAGIC. THIS IS WHO SHE IS:
Oh, what a wonder I am
what possibilities I invite.
I sit on a throne grown
from my own inner strength, and
only I hold the crystal window of my soul.
The stars are the alphabet that unlock meanings from my magic potion,
and the true message can only be read by me.
Do you believe in my magic?
If you do, I will share the language of my stars.
Are you interested?

Week One: Clarifying Beliefs about Joy in Earth and Earthly Delights
FEBRUARY 10-19
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Pull Out the Plug
By Denise Dignan
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The Month for JOYFUL BELIEFS:

Let’s pull out the plug tonight
and watch the stars put on their
show.
Drive out past the street lights,
listen to the corn grow.
Let’s sleep on the ground,
feel the rhythm of her song.
As the crickets tell their story
and my heart plays along.
I’ll spread my wings
and share my poems with the
fireflies,
then cha cha with the moon
until the dew proclaims the
sunrise.

February 10 - MARCH 21

Week Two: Clarifying Beliefs about Joy in Water and Watery Pleasures
FEBRUARY 20-MARCH 1
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Bioceanography
By Vera Grant
Red Sea of my heart,
Running through the clash of
cultures,
Connecting oceans of ancient
history,
Feeding on the waters of wise
world views,
Carrying shiploads of wealth.
Pulsating with abundance.
Flowing on and on —
As you become
A mineral-laden Dead Sea
May you keep my love in eternal
buoyancy!

The Month for JOYFUL BELIEFS:

February 10 - MARCH 21

Week Three: Clarifying Beliefs about Joy in the Element of Fire and Fiery Things
MARCH 2-11
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Morning Wish
By Mary Beth Watt
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The Month for JOYFUL BELIEFS:

Soon,
Too soon,
I’ll fall into the day
Become all I must become to
navigate its folds.
I came for that –
I don’t begrudge the joy in it.
But
Just for a moment or two,
By will if it must be so,
By chance if I allow myself to
receive,
Let me be more.
Let me touch into the great plane
of Being
And bathe in its light
And flow into it like 		
lightning-struck sand
turned to glass
And as I look through the window
of myself
Let me see my own radiant 		
knowing.

February 10 - MARCH 21

Week Four: Clarifying Beliefs about Joy in the Element of Air and Airy Things
MARCH 12-21
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A Love Song to my Heart
Mary Beth Watt
Is gratitude sufficient recompense
for the constancy of your rhythm,
the strength of your beat
the laying down of the track
that swells the woodwinds of
breath
the strings of endeavor
the piano melody of life that
flows within me?
The thoughts you feed tell me
gratitude
is not enough
I offer instead the love that you
create

The Month for JOYFUL BELIEFS:

February 10 - MARCH 21

The Month for

Joyful Awareness
MARCH 22 – APRIL 30

Awaken to the delight of being a joy detective,
looking everywhere and finding it everywhere.
Everywhere. Everywhere.

OUR GUIDE FOR THE MONTH: RUSSIAN GRANDMOTHER. THE ARTIST’S TRIBUTE TO HER:
Like the farmers before her, she seeded my life,
and fertilized my soul.
She fed me love and lathered me in
her wisdom and chutzpah.
She was my master class, my rose-colored mirror
and my earnest engineer.
She was my Grand Matryoshka,
my nesting comfort zone.
She took my little self and grew me
into my big self.
She gave me my most cherished gift,
she gave me myself.

Week One: Growing Awareness of Joy in Earth and Earthly Delights
MARCH 22-31
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I took off my shoes
By Denise Dignan
I took off my shoes
and wiggled my toes
beneath the crispy leaves
of the forest floor.
I found a cold damp soil
where I could plant my feet.
The crawly things tickled
and the dark soft humus
cradled the soles.
I dug in deep,
to see if I could hear
Could I hear the voice of Gaia?
If I dig down deep enough
Could I feel Mother’s heartbeat?
If I dig down deep enough
Could I find my soul again?

The Month for JOYFUL AWARENESS: MARCH 22 - APRIL 30

Week Two: Growing Awareness of Joy in Water and Watery Pleasures
APRIL 1-10
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As One
By Anna Grossnickle Hines
In the cold this morning
fire and water dance together,
leap in sparkling droplets
off the roof of the barn,
leave glittering tracks
across the frosting
of snow on the deck,
and on my window pane,
one lone drop of condensation
brings the enchanting show
up close.

The Month for JOYFUL AWARENESS: MARCH 22 - APRIL 30

Week Three: Growing Awareness of Joy in the Element of Fire and Fiery Things
APRIL 11-20
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The spark of the synapse
By Jeffery Baker
The spark of the synapse
shares ideas thru conversation
deep breathing into deep
listening
with unwavering attention.
You’ve blessed my morning
and filled my heart with song.

The Month for JOYFUL AWARENESS: MARCH 22 - APRIL 30

Week Four: Growing Awareness of Joy in Air and Airy Things
APRIL 21-30
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Free
By Mary Russin
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A song in my heart
bursts it open with Joy
like a kid with a smile
loving a toy
In this place on earth
that is safe, that is free
there are notes in the air
vibrating me
Note by note...the song sings
Free
and spreads the joy and play,
Yippee....
Giggling erupts
turns us round and round
into piles of laughter...we hit the
ground
Joy abounds, as sounds break
free
Spinning hearts into ecstasy
Free to love, to feel, to be
This resonance profound 		
amplifies our Being
as whole and happy
Open and free.

The Month for JOYFUL AWARENESS: MARCH 22 - APRIL 30

The Month for

Joyful Acceptance AND
Acknowledgement
MAY 1 – JUNE 9

We maintain exquisite attention to the evidence of joy all around us. And then we take each element of
delight fully into our mind/body/soul/ heart. Drinking it, imbibing it, becoming suffused with joy. The
next part grows joy in the world as we acknowledge the joy we receive. In words. Out loud.

OUR GUIDE FOR THIS MONTH IS DIVA
They call me Diva.
I am the strength deep within.
I sing my song as clearly as
the dolphin senses with its sonar.
I have no restraints,
nothing can stem my flow.
I know my power,
and I celebrate my song.
I am devoted to my task,
and I rely on my sustained presence.

Week One: Joyfully Accepting and Acknowledging the Earth and Earthly Delights
MAY 1 - 10
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Rocking Change
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By Peggy Dean
In the streaming light of the
super moon
I rock away my feelings of 		
uncertainty
Thoughts of the approaching
changes
Streaming through my mind.
Lifting my feet off the ground
I use the sway of my body
To encourage the back and forth
motion.
Day and night sun and moon
The reassuring rhythm of life
and change.

The Month for JOYFUL ACCEPTANCE & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY 1 - JUNE 9

Week Two: Joyfully Accepting and Acknowledging Water and Watery Pleasures
MAY 11 - 20
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Ding, ding, drip, drip, swoosh
By Andrea Wachter
Ding, ding, drip, drip, swoosh
a gift from the heavens.
The thirsty Earth drinks it,
the blades of grass catch it,
the seeds in the deep darkness
absorb it.
The mist blankets the trees
and dances with all that I see.
Gratitude for beautiful, generous
rain!
What a joyful way to start the
day!

The Month for JOYFUL ACCEPTANCE & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY 1 - JUNE 9

Week Three: Joyfully Accepting and Acknowledging Fire and Fiery Things
MAY 21 - 30
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Ladyface
By MaryAnn Bennett Rosberg
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Handmade stars hang and glide
over the airfield
while the lady moon sails over
the high toppers,
skyscrapers too enlightened to
acknowledge an older way.
She makes round faces in their
windows as she passes.
In the court of a housing
development, a stone Lady
stands.
Shouldering her bowl in the lamp
light, she can neither wax
nor wane, but always shows all
her ways for the houses that
sleep
safe in her concrete yes, their yes,
always yes and Sunday.
Farther out, at the field’s edge,
one home opens a yellow eye
under a real star. And farther
still, flecks and flints
of the moon-born, the forest
seers, fall and rise to another
rhyme
that we re-site in the no time
before we sleep

The Month for JOYFUL ACCEPTANCE & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY 1 - JUNE 9

Week Four: Joyfully Accepting and Acknowledging Air and Airy Things
MAY 31 - JUNE 9
31
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The Bank of Roses
By Jeffery Baker
The bank of roses shouts out its
joy
as I pass it on my walk,
the scent so strong and sweet
it stops me in my tracks.
Drinking in the deep pink
of hundreds of individual 		
flowers,
I hear their voices rise as one
to the bright blue sky that
holds us all.
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The Month for JOYFUL ACCEPTANCE & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY 1 - JUNE 9

The Month for

Joyful Presence
JUNE 10 – JULY 19

This month we train our imagination to construct a potent sense of
the aliveness and immediacy of joy as it surrounds and accompanies us,
helping to ensure our growing happiness.

OUR GUIDE THIS MONTH IS DREAM WATCHER:
What if your sleep dreams are your true reality
and wake time is just an illusion?
If so, would you want to sleep more
or breathe in all the wake time possible?
What choices would you make
even if you knew your dream memories
were hidden in the sunlight?
I am the Dream Watcher,
and I protect your sacred dream life.

I walk in a world of holistic gravity
with invisible limitations
and mythical magic.
My existence is known only to a spiritual world
of believers who learn from their dream life.
Perhaps the idea of two lives
gives new meaning to being in the moment.
Perhaps there is no choice you must make.

Week One: Celebrating the Presence of Joy in Earth and Earthly Delights
JUNE 10-19

The fuchsia saying “we’re
still here”
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By Andrea Wachter
The fuchsia saying “we’re still
here,”
the sage fuzzies providing nectar
to the hummingbirds, the
chickadees
and the pine siskin.
The calla lilies preparing their
expansive
rich green thrones for what
is yet to come.
The nasturtium and thyme
ground cover
laying a green pathway to Quan
Yin.
What gifts you bring and
all in a postage-stamp garden
in the middle of the city.
Thank you! Thank you!
Thank you!

The Month for JOYFUL PRESENCE: JUNE 10 - JULY 19

Week Two: Celebrating the Presence of Joy in Water and Watery Pleasures
JUNE 20-29
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Poetry Call
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By Jane McIlvaine
Winged words,
Rising from the fountain herself,
Pushed through hearts and hands
Set free – like kites in the wind
May they light in hearts
With the joy they were conceived
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Smiling Still
By Jane McIlvaine
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On the highway
Cocooned in the warm car
Windshield wipers flapping
In a steady rain
Traveling to dental care
Cupped so sweetly in your voices
As though you were on the radio
Beaming out to hold the world
In a bright forest clearing

The Month for JOYFUL PRESENCE: JUNE 10 - JULY 19

Week Three: Celebrating the Presence of Joy in Fire and Fiery Things
JUNE 30-JULY 9
30
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Dear Clear Night
by Andrea Wachter
It has been such a long stretch
Foggy nights, no night sky
But tonight I slipped into the hot
springs
The white disc above peeking
between the branches
Once again I tilted my head ever
so slightly to the right
We were eye to eye
We shared our sadness, our
sorrows
Our wonder and delight.
We shared the delicious silence
The light rays carried our Joy
One to the other.
Peace descended with the
darkness and
All was still.

The Month for JOYFUL PRESENCE: JUNE 10 - JULY 19

Week Four: Celebrating the Presence of Joy in Air and Airy Things
JULY 10-19
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Consciousness Embodied
By Diane Dwyer
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And there she was,
An angel
Whose smooth steps
Enabled her to glide
Across the floor,
As if she were dancing.
As her silk skirt
Swirled and swept
The path before her,
The broad bright smile she wore
Washed away the worries
Of everyone in the room.
Her gray hair glistened
In the light of her smile.
Light and
Bright and
Brilliant.
Does it take
A moment,
Or a lifetime
To become
This type of woman?

The Month for JOYFUL PRESENCE: JUNE 10 - JULY 19

The Month for

Joyful Dedication
JULY 20 – AUGUST 28

Staying true to the path, staying aware of others on the path,
we align and realign with the values we honor and the joys the days bring.

OUR GUIDE FOR THIS MONTH IS PRAYER:
I am contained in my love amor,
floating in a sea
of curves and angles.
The rhythm of the sea
is uneven,
still, I stay steady.
My hands rely on each other
for support,
and my fingers point
to my higher spirit.
This is how I stay centered.
When I feel turbulence,
I close my eyes
and see myself as you see me now.
If you want to share my center,
simply see your face in mine.

Week One: Remaining Dedicated to Joy in Earth and Earthly Delights
JULY 20-29
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I Know A Small White Dog
By Jeffery Baker
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I know a small white dog
Whose total pleasure is a
brightly colored
tennis ball
and the never ending chasing of
the ball thru his days.
He teaches attention to the small
joys
that link together and make up
our lives.

The Month for JOYFUL DEDICATION: JULY 20 - AUGUST 28

Week Two: Remaining Dedicated to Joy in Water and Watery Pleasures
JULY 30-August 8
30
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Haiku for soft hands and
flowers arranged in water
By Lisa Nelson
Now I know gentle.
Showered by flower petals
Immersed in one love.
Receive this water
Hands cupped to overflowing,
Lily pads give way.
Lotuses rising
Smooth green pond surface all
calm
Open pink yellow.

The Month for JOYFUL DEDICATION: JULY 20 - AUGUST 28

Week Three: Remaining Dedicated to Joy in Fire and Fiery Things
August 9-18
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Circus Girl
By Diane Nichols
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Behold
this splendid circus girl
covered in colors!
Imagine her freedom,
her unexpected power,
her wild, warm, butterfly heart.
See what magic happens
when you feed your dream fire.

The Month for JOYFUL DEDICATION: JULY 20 - AUGUST 28

Week Four: Remaining Dedicated to Joy in Air and Airy Things
August 19-28
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The Morning Begins
By Lisa Nelson
The morning begins
with a breeze of mysterious
source
that asks you to open your 		
windows.
Turn and admire the light and
landscape
of your unmade bed.
Wait a little longer before you
heat your water.
Feel that soft shyness of
relaxation
in the places that usually flex
with purpose.
Let the day be about welcoming
joy.
Don’t even say thank you.
True and complete wonder
is gratitude enough.

The Month for JOYFUL DEDICATION: JULY 20 - AUGUST 28

The Month for

Joyful Remembrance
AUGUST 29 – OCTOBER 7

Remember joy and honor it in all its forms; celebrate accomplishments, your own and others’;
learn to sweeten regrets by holding with the joy that is always present.

OUR GUIDE FOR THIS MONTH IS HEART FELT:
Feel me, for
I cannot be denied.
Feel me, without judgment,
no matter what my message is.
I am the most articulate
telegraph you have, and
mine is the language of the Gods.
I am tender and strong, and
I bring sadness and joy.
If you keep me near,
I will whisper only truth to you, and
give you my greatest gift,
LOVE.

Week One: Remembering Joy in Earth and Earthly Delights
August 29-SEPTEMBER 7
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A Final Bow
By Dawn Kirk
Gauze drapes the lake
As geese herald summer’s end
Ripe with heat and humidity.
The curtain is closing.
Fall waits in the wings.
Crunch of leaves underfoot
Scent of smoke in the air.
One last act before autumn’s
cool.
Encore
The Trees applaud
Curtain call.
Summer’s final bow
An ending gives way to
beginning.

The Month for JOYFUL REMEMBRANCE: AUGUST 29 - OCTOBER 7

Week Two: Remembering Joy in Water and Watery Pleasures
SEPTEMBER 8-17
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In Her Elements
By Vera Grant
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“Spray me,” shouts the little
princess.
Off comes her dress
And the garden hose releases its
sun-warmed liquid.
Back and forth, round and round,
She runs as fast as lightning.
“More, more, my hair too,” she
demands,
Bending back her head,
Face turned up towards the sky.
The water spewing, friendly snake
Refreshes everything—
Flowers, rocks, worms, vegetables,
grass, and child.
Soon a magic, muddy puddle
bubbles up.
Immersed in liquid soil, the girl
Stands, stomps, squats, pats, sits,
lies down and rolls—
Until ancient Eve is reborn
From the precious elements of her
origin
Into a young and tender
incarnation
Singing, squealing, swirling,
dancing in delight

The Month for JOYFUL REMEMBRANCE: AUGUST 29 - OCTOBER 7

Week Three: Remembering Joy in Fire and Fiery Things
SEPTEMBER 18-27
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Let the Flame Shine
By Lisa Nelson
Let the flame of the first candle
you light today
Shine the way into the recesses
Of the back room
Where the remembrance of
feeling
Dangerously yourself,
Capable like a great cat,
Awaits
Relaxed and taut with readiness
To stalk hidden and unexpected
joys.

The Month for JOYFUL REMEMBRANCE: AUGUST 29 - OCTOBER 7

Week Four: Remembering Joy in Air and Airy Things
SEPTEMBER 28-October 7
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Night Song
By Denise Dignan
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The quiet is unnerving
and “the Dark” sends chills
up and down my spine.
“Go in! It’s too cold.”
...but something in the stars’
enticing glow
lures me to stay.
The tiny sliver of a new moon
invites me to drink of the frozen
light of the night,
refreshing those places that the
hectic day has forgotten,
renewing the sense of mystery
to my weary soul,
weaving my day dreams into
night dreams
with the tender beams of 		
midnight.

The Month for JOYFUL REMEMBRANCE: AUGUST 29 - OCTOBER 7

The Month for

Joyful Transformation
OCTOBER 8 – NOVEMBER 16

This is the time to transmute pain and disperse the harmful chemistry of prolonged suffering by learning
to transform personal sorrow or loss or pain into at least the remembrance of joy.
Autumn days help in the teaching.

THE NAME OF OUR GUIDE THIS MONTH IS TRANSFORMATION:
My arms are open to change as I walk the path of life.
The universe holds my story in its stars and weeds
and the beautiful butterflies of movement and color.
Did you know that some butterflies live only two weeks?
Enough time to do what they are here to do,
a child once told me.
I hope I make as graceful a transformation as butterflies do.
I hope I do what I’m here to do
in the time I’m given.
I love the idea of change,
maybe once, long ago, I was a butterfly. . .
I hope so.

Week One: Finding Joyful Transformation in Earth and Earthly Delights
October 8-17
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Peace Was There
By Lisa Nelson
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Peace was there below the grass
When I staggered home, bruised
and ragged.
I set my bags down in the house
The light through the back 		
windows
reached its tendrils of invitation,
lifting me forward.
As if in a dream, I came to the
threshold and pushed the door
open.
On the lawn a golden pond of
sunlight drew me to its edge.
In the stillness a music of bees
and air,
lifting leaves and petals in
dazzling brightness –
I fell to my knees.
The ground below the grass and
clover
So soft and so giving
I could only tip my body forward
Heart drawn to heart.

The Month for JOYFUL TRANSFORMATION: OCTOBER 8 – NOVEMBER 16

Week Two: Finding Joyful Transformation in Water and Watery Pleasures
October 18-27
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Prelude to/ Rehearsal for
the Storm
By Vera Grant
As I am leaning on the 		
magnificent trees, one by one,
Drawing on their loving energy,
And wishing them special
strength and stamina—
As I am strolling through the
garden,
Blessing all the plants and
Responding to their smiles-As I notice the very quiet bumble
bees hanging
On the purple pie weed—
The sky opens wide
(All the angels playing with the
“torrential rain” settings on
their hoses).
I hold still, then walk and slowly
swirl
Until I am cool and calm and
drenched
With Peace.
That, after all, is Hurricane
Irene’s real name.
The Greek is no longer Greek to
me,
But full of clear serenity.

The Month for JOYFUL TRANSFORMATION: OCTOBER 8 – NOVEMBER 16

Week Three: Finding Joyful Transformation in Fire and Fiery Things
October 28-November 6
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A Single Touch
By Mary Beth Watt
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The morning is cold
And come too soon to satisfy my
pining soul
Better that the shroud of night
Should wrap me in depthless
black
Yet despite the bleakness of my
mood
I step into a nimbus of sunlight
Seeking warmth
Touched, perhaps, by some
ancient instinct of survival
Face turned to light
Eyes drawn to sudden flight of
birds
Ears tuned to the songs they
share in passing.
What is this thing that draws me
to appreciation
Even in the depths of mental
blackness?
The light of life
Rekindles hope
With a single touch of warmth.

The Month for JOYFUL TRANSFORMATION: OCTOBER 8 – NOVEMBER 16

Week Four: Finding Joyful Transformation in Air and Airy Things
NOVEMBER 7-16

Right of Judgment
By Mary Beth Watt
When I was younger I was quick
to judge
I’d studied the tenets
Knew right from wrong
I could see another’s sin as easily
as my own
But life happened
And I learned that sometimes
easy judgments
Don’t account for understanding
And I learned not to believe all
that I knew
In the letting go of judgment
It turns out I made a space
For the voice of Spirit
To sing in my ear
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The Month for JOYFUL TRANSFORMATION: OCTOBER 8 – NOVEMBER 16

The Month for

Joyful Service AND Sharing
NOVEMBER 17 – DECEMBER 26

A time to sense and respond to the presence of joy in others, no matter how deeply it may be hidden.
And to maintain the truth that Joy is in the World by sharing it, and serving with it.

OUR GUIDE THIS MONTH IS SACRED PROTECTOR::
I stand with my strong arms a shield against fear, selfish intent, deceit and abuse.
I am the protector of all things,
earth, sky and the soul of the universe.
I am more than a mother, and more than a giver of life.
I am Gaia’s sister, and I have the responsibility
to protect my sibling and all her riches.
My job is vast and focused.
My arms embrace from within
and I shield out undesired forces.
Believe in me, for I am here to serve.
I stand as an honor guard, ready to help
in the sacred journey of life.

Week One: Joyfully Serving AND, Joyfully Sharing in Earth and Earthly Delights
NOVEMBER 17-26
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My Name Is Satisfaction
By Peggy Dean
Sundrenched and rain blest in
fields
Carefully gathered, tumbled and
prepped
Perfectly robust or mild, rich or
smooth,
Near or flown around the world
My name is satisfaction.
Dispensed from pitcher and pot
Share the morning with pauper
and prince
Privy to banter and talk of
intrigue
Silent sipping or laughter
My name is satisfaction.
Keep the engineer alert
Greet the barely slept and newly
waked
Contained in thermos and bottle
and cup
Heated and iced and latte’ed
My name is satisfaction.

The Month for JOYFUL SERVICE & SHARING: NOVEMBER 17 - DECEMBER 26

Week Two: Joyfully Serving and Joyfully Sharing in Water and Watery Pleasures
NOVEMBER 27-DECEMBER 6
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Gifted Again
By Anna Grossnickle Hines
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Gray morning.
No visible sun.
Rain steady on the roof.
The trees stand guard,
tall, dark, mysterious.
At their edge
a patch of late daisies
reflects the sky
and my heart
gratefully accepts
the gift of another day.

The Month for JOYFUL SERVICE & SHARING: NOVEMBER 17 - DECEMBER 26

Week Three: Joyfully Serving and Joyfully Sharing in Fire and Fiery Things
DECEMBER 7-16
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Dear Sun
By Anna Grossnickle Hines
Nearly two AM and you,
on the other side of the earth,
spill patterns of light
into my living room –
your light
reflected by the moon.
You just can’t help it,
can you?
Like the Sun
any day
that I can shine a little light,
reflected or my own,
is a great day.

The Month for JOYFUL SERVICE & SHARING: NOVEMBER 17 - DECEMBER 26

Week Four: Joyfully Serving and Joyfully Sharing in Air and Airy Things
DECEMBER 17-26
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The Future of My Dreams
By Mary Beth Watt
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As the arrow of time moves
forward
So, too, do we live our lives
moving ahead
No matter what the past has
taken or given away
No matter what the present
appears to be
We move forward on roads
made smooth by the ancestors
And we take with us all we know
and all they knew
Creating new weavings from
these gathered threads of
thought
As I celebrate the patterns of
those who came before
And look down at the robes that
cover me today
I pick the brightest colors and the
strongest threads
And place them on the loom that
forms the future of my dreams

The Month for JOYFUL SERVICE & SHARING: NOVEMBER 17 - DECEMBER 26

Birthdays of the Joyful Gods
THE NINE MONTHS, 360 DAYS, COME TO AN END ON DECEMBER 26,
LEAVING FIVE INTERCALARY DAYS BEFORE THE YEAR FOR JOY BEGINS AGAIN ON JANUARY 1.

AN
HUM

ITY

SPIRIT

BEAUT Y

N
PASSIO

DIREC TION

ON THESE DAYS, WE CELEBRATE THE BIRTH OF THE GODS OF JOY,
USING THE FINGERS OF OUR HANDS AS A DEVICE FOR REMEMBERING.

Humanity

DECEMBER 27:

The gods of Joyful Humanity are born: those who Joy in Humanity and those who
bring joy to humanity. (the thumb)
Our joyful task is to give birth every day to the gods of joyful humanity and to relish
the wonder of being human, focusing on those events and people and aliveness that
inspire us.

Direction

DECEMBER 28

The gods of Joyful Direction are born: those who offer directions toward greater and
greater joy. (the second finger, the pointer finger)
Trace the paths our lives have taken, find the joy of knowing our direction is toward
greater and greater happiness, true happiness, for ourselves, the holy Earth, and all
who dwell here with us.

Passion

DECEMBER 29

The gods of Joyful Passion are born. (the fire finger, the middle one)
Engage the world with all your heart, all your mind, and all your soul. To quote the
amazing Howard Thurman:
“Don’t ask what the world needs, ask what makes you come alive. And go do it.
Because what the world needs is people who have come alive.”

Beauty

DECEMBER 30

The gods of Joyful Beauty and of Joy in Beauty are born. (the fourth, the beautycarrying finger)
Poet David Whyte is the spokesperson for these joyful gods:
"Beauty is the harvest of presence, the evanescent moment of seeing, or hearing on
the outside what already lives far inside us. . ." – Consolations

Spirit

DECEMBER 31

The gods of Joyful Spirit are born. (the baby finger, the heaven finger)
The perfect guide to Spiritual joy, even bliss, even ecstasy is Hafiz, who tells us:
“O listen, O listen more carefully to what is around you right now. In my world all
that remains is the wondrous call to dance and prayer rising up like a thousand suns,
out of the mouth of a single bird.”

The Poets & Artists
JEFFERY BAKER is a retired grandmother. She dangles her feet
off the edge of the continent as she watches the dance of
Samsara. Sometimes she can be prevailed on to throw the
pink ball for her companion, the small white dog.
TRISH BROERSMA operates Green Horse, where she greens the
earth by giving visual expression in web and print media to
ventures of high purpose endeavoring to bring joy to our
world. She also offers workshops sharing the power of the
horse/human relationship.
PEGGY DEAN is ever fascinated with the rhythm and relish of
words coming together to express her joy and inspiration
found in nature. Travel adventures and her dog Zephyr are
her favorite attractions.
DENISE DIGNAN is a poet and songwriter with her husband,
Gerry. Together, they lead group song-and-dance events
around the world. They are available for community events
that encourage creativity and self-expression.
DAWN KIRK is a Tender, Listener, and Experiencer in Nashville,
TN who practices psychotherapy and writing.
DIANE DWYER is in love with language that ignites the soul.
Choosing poems for this calendar has afforded her the opportunity to wade through the poetry of her companions on
the path. She takes great pleasure in spending time with folks
who mine for joy. She knows no better way to celebrate life.
VERA GRANT is passionate about peace, justice, and environmental issues. She enjoys teaching her native language,
literature and culture to students of all ages. Recently poems
have shown up on her path, asking to be written down in
her second language, English. What a joyful surprise!
ANNA GROSSNICKLE HINES enjoys exploring the sacred mysteries
of nature, family, love, and connection through poetry. After
a long career of writing and illustrating for children, including several books of original poems illustrated with her own
quilts, Sweetly Alive is Anna’s first book of poetry for adults.
PATTI KAUFMAN had a dream just before retiring from the corporate world, giving her a short list of goals for the future.
The list included an instruction to “paint all you can,”
which Patti took as a sacred command. She is best known
for her colorful story-telling paintings and enchanting mixed
media creations that connect with people on a deep emotional level, conveying joy and healing energy.
JANE MCILVAINE lives sometimes in New Hampshire on a farm.
She loves the focused exploration of joy through poetry
with wonderful brilliant friends on The Call. These days

life is in great flux and her bio begins anew at daybreak in a
Roadtrex on the road—(tomorrow in Yosemite).
LISA NELSON is a Sacred Player, Social Artist, and Mysterian
living in Ashland, Oregon. She is becoming a writer after
more than 20 years in higher education. She has a novel,
Growing The River Tao, and 3 collections of poetry: An Offering of Confetti, Thoughts in the Dark, and With a Third
Glance.
DIANE NICHOLS is a passionate playwright, poet, actor, and
director currently living in beautiful Ashland, Oregon. The
glories of Mother Nature and people provide her with infinite inspiration and delight.
MARYANN BENNETT ROSBERG is a graduate of the Jean Houston
and Robert Masters Human Capacities Training Program.
She is a professional writer and poet, as well as a teacher.
She is the Poet Laureate of the East Coast Mystery School.
PEGGY RUBIN is the author of To Be and How To Be, Transforming Your Life Through Sacred Theatre. Ten years ago,
at the instigation of her teacher/mentor Jean Houston, she
found herself gifted with the Ninefold Path of Joy and its
day-to-day expression through The Lady’s Year of Joy. She
offers workshops in Sacred Theatre and the Shakespeare
Effect, both of which are focused on the Path of Joy.
MARY RUSSIN lives in central Pennsylvania and loves flowers,
resonance, light and laughter. “I tone and chant and sing and
am blessed with 8 grandchildren, 4 children, loving siblings,
and friends. Sacred Theatre with Peggy and the Players has
transformed my beliefs and grown the Divine Feminine
within me.”
HILARY TATE, Ashland, Oregon. With the North Node in Libra,
her life’s purpose seems to be to discover and carry the
message of Partnership, manifested presently in the long
and winding road of her novels about Penelope and in the
ever-unfolding wonders of Shakespeare.
ANDREA WACHTER lives in San Francisco. Embedded deep in her
heart are our Mother Earth and the Sacred Feminine. Andrea
stands for peace, her passionate and compassionate relationship with other beings and the moment-to-moment joy of life.
MARY BETH WATT loves life in Ashland, Oregon, where she lives
with her partner and two Siberian huskies. Surrounded by
the natural beauty of Southern Oregon, she finds it easy to
connect with nature and to the joy that opens her to the
poetry that is all around us. It doesn’t hurt that Ashland is
home to one of the world’s finest repertory theater companies, The Oregon Shakespeare Festival, either.
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The Lady’s Book of Joy

A Celebration of the Divine Feminine
You deserve to

Be Happy.

Y o u d e s e r v e t o b e f i l le d w i t h
a sense of well-being and purpose.
You deserve to

take delight in all things.
To feel

ebullient and joyously
alive.
Much misery pervades the earth, and the time has come to lift
it off somewhat, so that life can move and breathe more freely.
öne way is for you to become a force field for joy. When that
happens, you will begin to move the clouds of suffering away
from the earth, transmuting them to their original state of
clear energy. Then, from that space, you can begin the even
more intense work of recreating your world.
How does one maintain a sense of joy
today? Can you be happy in the midst
of suffering? Yes, you can. Even in the
midst of your own suffering, it is possible to feel the power of joy pulsing
through your life.
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How do you get there?

Practice. Practice. Practice.
}}}

Here is a way.
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Your own sense of buoyant joy comes first;

Otherwise you will not find the
strength to do this work. Nor will you
realize the essential truth that joy is
the primary element in all creation until you recognize yourself as an energy
being of purest joy.

Joy does not deny the presence of pain and suffering;
on this planet these are also part of life. Joy does not
lie or pretend or ignore any of the sorrows that exist.
The joy I am talking about is not an emotion; it is a
state of being, a state of being that can be attained
and sustained.

It is a nine-fold path enfolded in a calendar. Begin today.
Or on any day. Each day invites you to focus on the path
and the expression of joy available through the four elements. Like walking on lotus blossoms, you move from one
joyful day to another, one month to another. Each step
leads you to new ways of feeling joyous and fulfilled, even
when things are not perfect.

;

The path asks only

your attentiveness
and

yºur practice.
From joy all beings have come.
In joy all beings are sustained.
To joy all beings return.
This is the highest teaching.
This is the highest teaching.
--The Upanishads

Happiness is found in...
			Seeking,
				Focusing on, Exploring,
		

Testing, Recognizing,

			Experiencing,

Embracing,

				Offering,
			

and RepoRting

the Truth of Joy in the World.
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